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19th printing, 1976, a well-cared-for duplicate, with some cover rubbing and yellowing to pages
because of age but text is usually fresh and very clear, from Crown.
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. I have bought it 6 times right now. Everytime I buy it I eventually end up giving my duplicate to
someone who requirements it. I was strolling through a active bookstore one day back in 2010,
and I was staring at the Religion & Strongly suggested for anyone seeking to open their eyes and
transformation perspectives on the globe. Some random man came up, pulled End up being
Here Now off the shelf, handed it to me and simply said "This is a good place to start. Great
Condition & Weirdest thing ever. But significantly, this book has blown my mind widely open. I
acquired the kindle edition and I didn't possess any problems with the formatting. Just how that
Ram Dass marries his illustrations to the text in this flowing piece will keep you reading. Should
you have go through it, buy one for a friend or liked one. I hope to give 1000 copies of the book
apart... I would suggest it a million moments over.It's an eclectic publication. I came across it in a
hotel .Extraordinary book This book is the closest thing I have to a "Bible". It's specifically ideal
for people like me who is able to be rather ADHD because it is so illustrative in the primary
portion. Gorgeous book. Opened my brain to spirituality in a . This book is a lot more useful and
appropriate for contemporary lifestyle than any religious text message. The format is a little
quirky (plus some pages hard to read) but I really like that it can be opened at any web page for
thought-provoking content and spiritual suggestions. Spirituality section for approximately 15
minutes not knowing where to begin. Great book. I ran across it in a accommodation in New
Zealand, thoughtfully supplied instead of the typical bible.my fresh favorite book to learn hands
down..Bottom line: reading the Kindle version is definitely a distinctly different experience of the
book, but it's an acceptable choice for many, and possibly of interest even to those of us who
already personal the book in print. Opened my mind to spirituality in a way that various other
books on meditation didn't or couldn't. You'll find nothing else like it. Might go out and get the
print edition to have as well and be able to lend to friends and family. Beautiful book.
Unfortunately, these do not function in the Kindle Android app; On the practical portion it covers
meditation, pranayama, asanas, diet, mantra, along with other 'religious' practices. The emphasis
is normally on discovering our connection to the universe, to the creator and way to obtain
everything, God in the event that you will. Based on hallucinations and deep experimentation
with your brain. Yesterday's eliminated and tomorrow (next minute even) is not promised. The
Kindle Edition Mostly Works The initial book is, of course, a classic; you should read it in a few
form. I want to provide a few comments about the Kindle edition for all those considering what
format will continue to work finest for them.The core of the initial book is closer to a comic book,
or some posters, than a traditional book. In order to experience the publication in its original
form, there's probably no substitute for a printed copy. But the Kindle version does have a very
reasonable approach to dealing with the challenge of reproducing the initial artwork: it includes
graphics of each page and, in a separate section, a transcription of what on those webpages. This
reserve is where it all started for me and has used me down a route towards realization and
awakening that im not sure i could have entirely on my own. Therefore, if reading reddish
colored type against a dark brown background is not your idea of a great time, try the Kindle
version.The Kindle version does likewise incorporate two guided meditation videos that could
interest some readers. Component auto-bio, part art book, part spiritual practice tips/tips. I
assume you need to have actual Kindle hardware to use them. Perfection Everyone should take
the time to read this. Great book. Regardless, I can't comment on these.The book isn't preachy,
although a feeling of urgency does permeate the book, because in the end your only have
"NOW" and the only path to take advantage of the Now could be to be HERE, be present and fully
engaged. Ram Dass and Timothy Leary dived into the fringe science of our unconscious brain. I
absolutely like this book, I really like the way it is made. Maintaining the quality of the time it was



written. Ram Dass and Alan Watts are the two authors that deserve to be known world-wide.
HIGHLY RECOMMEND!! I love this book! When you have not go through this book, Browse IT. He
fundamentally combines teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Christianity, Judaism and
Islam so that it blows your mind and helps you observe how everything is connected. I've bought
this book numerous situations because i keep giving away my copy.i totally love Be Here Today.
The wisdom of Ram Dass is renouned which book is full of brain altering realizations. Although
placing two graphics on each "page" of the Kindle publication makes this a little bit awkward to
navigate, for some readers this version may be easier to read compared to the original: the
printed book used dark backgrounds in some sections that make the text hard to decipher,
whereas the images and transcription in the Kindle edition stick to white backgrounds. Not for
me Was excited to understand this book since Steve Jobs liked it." He walked apart and I couldn't
discover him again searching through the shop. Speedy Delivery Love it! Spiritual awakening This
book is an excellent read. I love to possess one of my very own to reference time and
again....great food for thought. The globe needs it.third vision awakening Interesting read Big
book, lots to soak up Fantastic book in regards to a spiritual journey Ram Dass has a significant
sincere and mystical tale to tell, with lots of wisdom. This book was cherished by many hippies in
the 1970s and was also strangely a great inspiration for Apple founder Steve Careers. Very Small
Folks please take note this is not the initial that was available on Amazon even just two years ago
that one is a much smaller edition. Obviously it’s an excellent book just wished to let you know
that. Liberal spirituality Very enlightening reserve for those seeking more information about their
awakening Product arruved damaged The book was damaged on the corners. However, the
pictures/art work is very hard to understand on a Kindle. Also not really into drugs.
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